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Introd uction 

CCORDlNG to Professor Simon Kuznets' illuminating studyl of an 
international comparison of the long-run rates of growth of national 

economies, the most rapidly growing nations in the world in terms of 

national product have been the United States, Canada, Sweden, and 
Japan. And in terms of per capita national product, Sweden and Japan 

have been the most rapidly growing nations in this group. This obser-

vation naturally calls forth the question of by what process the Japanese 

economy ' has sustained a high rate of growth. 

Up to the present, many attempts to answer this question have 

been made. However, Professor Kazushi Ohkawa's study2 of the 
changes in the pattern of the Japanese economic growth are very indica-

tive. He used a two-sector approach and focussed his attention mainly 

on the pattern of economic growth in the non-agricultural sector. His 

main findings can be summarized as follows : As far as the non-agri-

cultural sector is concerned, in the first period, which ends about 1905, 

the rate of growth of the labour force in this sector was definitely 

higher than that of productivity per worker, while in the second period, 

1905-40, the relationship was entirely reversed. Thus, the changes in 

the rates of growth of both labour supply and productivity per worker 

played important roles at different times in changing the pattern of 

economic growth in the non-agricultural sector during the period. 
Putting this and other evidence together, he concludes that a labour-

* This paper is part of a ioint study on economic growth and agriculture in Japan, 

which was financed by a grant from the Asia Foundation. The author is grateful for 

valuable comments given by Professors K. Ohkawa. S. Kawano, S. Sawada, and other 

members of the joint study group. 

* S. Kuznets, " Quantitative Aspects of the Economic Growth of Nations. I. Levels 

and Variability of Rates of Growth," Economic Developl'lent and Cultural Change, 

Vol. V. No, I (Oct., 1956). ~ 2 K. Ohkawa, The Patte'In of Japanese Long-Term Economic G11'wth, 1960 (paper 
presented to the Hong Kong Conference of the International Association for Research 

in Income and Wealth). 
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growth dominant pattern was the feature of the first period, and towards 

the second period, a productivity-growth dominant pattern. We agree 

with his conclusion. 

The purpose 0L this paper is to make clear the process through 
which the labour-growth dominant pattern of Japanese economic growth 

appeared in the Meiji era and to evaluate the contributions of agri-

culture to that process. Our analysis will be concentrated on the 

structure of the labour market in the Meiji period. In Section II, we 

will deal with the growth of population as the basic determinant in the 

increase of labour supply. In Section 111, we will turn to discuss the 

outflow df the labour force from agriculture and its quantitative impor-

tance in the expansion of employment in the non-agricultural industries. 

In the following section, the structural characteristics of the labour 

market in the Meiji era will be pointed out and the importance of the 

expansion of side-businesses in the peasant household economy will be 

emphasized. The last section will be devoted to a brief analysis of the 

relative wage between agriculture and manufacturing, and we will 
conclude that throughout the Meiji period, equilibrium in the labour 

market was maintained by the smooth inter-industrial movement of the 

labour force. 

I. THE GROWTH OF POPULATION 
The amount of labour available for the production of goods and 

services is determined by a large variety of demographic, economic, and 

social factors, the most important of which are . those associated with 

the size of the population. Long-term trends in fertility, mortality, and 

migration determine the size and structure of the population and set 

the upper limits of the numbers in the labour force. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to deal first with the growih of population as the basic 

determinant of the labour supply. 

The biggest event at the very beginning of the modern demographic 

history of the presently economically well-developed countries is the 
so-called Vital Revol~tion.1 After a long demographic history of repeated 

alternations of growth and decline in population, the history of which 

may be conceived of as the real background of the Malthusian popula-

tion theory, the size of the population in many European countries 

began to grow steadily as economic development went on.2 When it 

K. F. Helleiner, " The Vital Revolution Reconsidered," Canadian Journal of Eco-

nomics and Political Science, Feb,, 1957. 
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is　compared　with亡he　gloomy　stories　Q∫mass　deaths　caused　by　the

successive　occurrence　of　famines　and　epidemics　in　the　earlier　period，

this　change　in　population　trends　appears　to　be　so　impressive　and　so

progressive　thαt　it　has　been　celebrated　as　the　Vitα1Revolution．　In

Japan　too，a　similar　picture　of　demographic　evolution　can　be　found　in

the　Meili　era．

　　　　According　to　the　estimates　of　the　Cabinet　Bureau　of　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Statistics

based　on　the　Population　Registration　of1873and　other　available　sources

of　vitα1statistics，　the　Japanese　population　increased　by　about60per

cent　from34．8million　in1873to55．5million　in1920when　the　first
modem　population　census　was　made．In　spite　of　great　e狂orts　made　by

the　C＆binet　Bureau　of　Statistics，however，the　population五gures　for

the　early　Meiji　period　seem　to　su鉦er　from　a　possible　incompleteness　in

population　registration　and　from　a　conceivable　undercounting　of　births

and　deaths，which　still　remain　unαdjusted　in　the　series．Therefore，the

growth　rate　of　the　popu1αtion　derived　from　this　estimαte　may　be

considered　to　be　somewhat　overstated．However，we　do　not　therefore

discount　to　any　extent　the　importance　of　the　contribution　of　Vital

Revolution　to　Japanese　economic　development。

　　　　It　is　generally　believed　that　this，populatiqn　increase　wαs　very

inHuential　in　accumulating　a　large　reservoir　of　labour　which　was　sub－

sequently　siphoned　o鉦to　meet　the　rapidly　expanding　employment　in

the　course　of　industrialization．Since　it　is　wel1－known　in　the　general

course　of　history　tha．t　the　Industrial　Revolution　is　necessarily　accom・

panied　byαVita玉Revolution，玉f　the　surprisingly　rapid　expansion　of

the　Japαnese　economy　during　the　Meiji　era　could　be　explained　mostly

by　the　reserve　army　of　labour　supply　thus　far　accumulated，the　rate　of

growth　of　the　population　must　have　been　much　higher　in　Japan　than

in　any　other　already　industrialized　country，We　will　examine　this

pointbelow．
　　　　According　to　the　experiences　of　the　present　economically　we11－

developed　countries　in　the18th　and19th　centuries，the　rate　of　growth

of　population　in　the　early　stages　of　economic　development　was　not

very　great　and　seldom　exceeded　a　rate　of　l　per　cent　per　annum．This

was　true　also　in　Japan．In　this　respect，the　picture　is　quite　differenも

from　that　of　recent　experiences　in　the　developing　countries　which　are

undergoing　high　spurts　of　population　growth。The　comparison　of　the

rate　of　growth　o｛the　population　between　Japan　and　Britain　is　given

2　　U．N。，丁陀D8ψθ辮吻α彫3㈱4Coπ5θg麗εノzo83げPo餌」α≠∫oηT，℃π43，New　York，1953，

　　Chap．2．
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in　Fig皿e　1，　The　similar　pattems　of　popu1αtion　trepd　in　the　two

countries　can　be　e＆sily　identi五ed。The　annual　rate　of　growth　of　the

Japanesep・pulati・ninthelatter19thcentury、averagedO．8percent，
which　is　almost　equal　to　that　of　England　and　Wales　in　the　latter18th

century，And　it　accelerated　remarkably　until　its　peak　rate　of1．42per

cent　was　finally　reached　in　theエ920’s．　Then　the　subsequent　graduaI

decreasing　trend　continued　up　to　the　pre串ent　withαminor　interruption

just　after　World　War　II。Here＆gain，the　similarity　of　the　population

t；ends　between　the　two　countries　is　quite　marked。　If　the　effect　of

intemational　migr段tion　on　the　British　population　trend　could　be　separated

out，the　similarity　wou互d　be　even　clearer．From　these　observations，we

may　conclude　that　the　course　of　demographic　evolution　in　Japan　has

concurred　with　thαt　of　British　population　with　a　time　lag　of　a　little

more　than　a　century．Therefore，as　far　as　the　rate　of　growth　of　the

population　is　concerned，　J＆Pan　possessed　no　special　advantages　for

＆ccumulating　a　reseτve　army　of　labour．

　　　　The　flext　point　to　be　considered　is　the　change　in　the　proportion

of　the　parts　of　the　population　which　contribute　to　the　labour　supply．

Figure1．
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　　　　　（1870）（1890）（1910）（1930）（1950）

1．England　and　Wales　for　the　years　before1801and　Gre哉t　Britai江

　　fortheyearssince1801．
2．　Date　indicated　in　the　p訂entheses　is　for　Japan，

Japan－Bureau　of　Statistics，1▽∫hoπ　πo　ゐ競δ　（The　Populatioll　of

Japan），1960Edit圭on，Tokyo，pp・214－215，and1963Edit1on・p・251・

Britai皿一G．T。Gri紐th，Poφ麗」αあ07z1乃℃δ」θ郷5qプ≠hθ∠4gεげハ血㌃肋5，

London少Cambridge　Univ．Press1926，p．181Royal　Commiss董on　on
the　Distribution　of　the　Industrial　Population　Report，Cmd．6135，Jan，，

1940，P．1383㎝dILO，X礁B・・為げ加6・欝S如6∫5燃
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Eve血when　the　size　and　structure　of　the　population　are　given，a　Iarge

variety　of　economic　and　social　factors　are　also　believe（1to　be　influential

in　deciding　the　amQunt　of　labour　supply　in　a　given　age　group。Since

we　have　a　very　typical　case　in　which　the　sharp　rise　of　the　labour　force

participation　rate　among　youngsters，aged　persons，and　women　greatly

stimulated　the　expansion　of　the　Japanese　economy　in　the　post－World

War　II　period，1we　cannot　neglect　the　possibility　that　the　labour　force

partic圭pation　r＆te　might　h＆ve　changed　in　the　Meiji　era　when　various

institutional　changes　were　put圭nto　force。However，the　data　ava圭1able

are　not　su伍cient　enough　to　allow　us　to　enter　into　the　problem　and　we

wi111eaveまt　for　the　time　being．

II．INTER・INDUSTRIAL　MOVEMENT　OF　THE　LABOUR　FORCE

　　　　It　is　a　we11－recognized　fact　that　the　outflow　of　the1αbour　force

from　agriculture　provides　a　big　source　of　labour　for　the　rapidly　ex－

panding　non・agricultural　industries．Marxian　economists　have　tradi－

tionally　regarded　the　正unction　of　enclosure　in　providing　labour　in　the

Industrial　Revolution　as　crucia1，and　have　rejected　the　altemative　view

that　the　appearance　of　the　reserve　army　of　labour　was　merely　a　product

of　growing　population・2　Recently，however，J。D．Chambers　attempted
to　test　the　Marx量an　abstract　formula　of　an　institutional　creation　of　the

reserve　army　by五tting　it　to　the　local　facts　in　Nottinghamshire，and

made　a　greαt　contribution　in　correcting　th6biased　view．3

　　　　As　seen玉n　Table1，the　rate　of　increase　of　total　employment　in

Japan　has　remained　almost　constant＆t　a　rate　of　some　l　per　cent　per

amum　throughout　the　whole　period．In　Britain，it　was　a　little　higher

than　l　per　cent　per　amum　in　the　latter19th　century　and　dropped　to

α1evel　of　about　O．5per　cent・after　World　War　I．Owing　to　the　lack

of　relevant　dαta，we　cannot　deal　with　the　Brit圭sh　experience玉n　the

Industrial　Revolution．However，a　rough　estimation　will　be　given　later。

To　be　noted　is　the　fact　that　the　rate　of　increase　of　to重al　employment

appears　to　be　a　little　higher　in　Britain　than　in　Japan・

　　　　．In　the　Iong・term　trend　o∫agr玉cultural　employment，we　have＆sharp

contrαst　among　countries．　In　Great　Britain，according　to　the　studies

ユ　See　M．UmemuraンC励3g加，Koッσ，1〉卿σ（WagesンEmployment　and　Agriculture），

　　Tokyo，Taimeid6，1961，Chap．7．

2　See，for　example，M．Dobb，S伽4∫θ5伽オhθDθ掘o吻πθπ孟oヅσ砂蜘あ5彿，Lo且don，

　　Routledge＆Klegan　Pat11，1946，Chap．6．

3　　J．D．Chambers，“Enclosure　and　Labour　Supply　in　the　Industrial　Revolution，”Eco・

　　π01擁o　H魏o矧R例餓σ，Aμi1，1953。
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Table1．ANNUAL　COMPOUND　RATE　OF　GROWTH　OF　EMPLOYMENT
　　　　　　　BY　SECTOR　JAPAN　AND　GREAT　BR工TAIN

孤11ndus旋ies Non－Agriculture Agriculture

Greαt　Britain　　Japan　　Great　Britain　　Japan　　Great　Britain　　Japan

1851－61

1861－71

1871－81

1881－91

1891－1901

190141

翻二ll

lll罰

1．38

1．08

0。95

1．38

1．06

1．18

0．54

0．84

0，36

0．84＊

1。01

0．81

0．94

8：器

1：ll｝

1．59

1．53

1．27

1．64

1．23

1，25

0．62

0．99

0．40

4．67＊

4．15

3．10

2。56

1：ll

l：器｝

一〇．42

－1．15

－1．07

－0。69

－0．56

　0．41

－0．47

－1．24

一〇，36

＿0，02＊

　0．01

＿0．30

＿0．06

－0．06

－0．05

－0．15

　1。76

　　Note：　＊1875－1880．

　　Source：Japan－M．Umemura，op．cit．，p．117．

　　　　　　　　Great　Bri亡ain－ED．W．Taylor，“Numbers　in　Agri¢ul七ure，”E砿那E‘oπo廊歩，

　　　　　　　　VoL　VIII，No，4（1955）．

of　J・D。Chambers　and　J．Saville，■agricultural　employment　did　not

decrease　under　the　inHuence　of　the　enclosure　movement　during　the

Industrial　Revoluti6n，　but　on　the　contrary　it　increased　through　the

a（10ption　of　labour　intensive　farming；　i．e．，　the　introduction　of　root

crops　into　the　trαditional　rotation　syste血and　the　increasing　number　of

livestock　After　the　middle　of亡he　l9th　century　agricultural　employment

began　to　d6cline．In　Germany，France，Italy，and　other　countries　in

continental　Europe，the　agricultural　working　force　increased　after　about

1880until　around1920when　its　peak　level　was丘nallyαttained．Thus，

the　absolute　decline　in　the　number　of　the　agricultural　working　force　in

many　European　countries　is　relatively　a　fresh　phenomenon　which　began

only　in　the　19207s．　In　conttast　to　this，　the　long－run　trend　of　the一

number　of　persons　engaged　in’agriculture　in　Japan　remained　almost

constant　throughout　the　entire　period　before　World　War　II．In　fact，

we　can　say　rather　tllat　it　was　slightly　decreasing．It　is　one　of　the

most　distinctive　features　of　the　Japanese　economy　that　employment　in

agriculture　never　did　increase　in　the　early　stage　of　economic　develop－

ment．Various　factors　are　believed　to　have　been　in且uential　inl　keeping

the　a菖ricultural　working　force　stable．Among　them，the　limited　supply

of　virgin　land　suitable　for　cultivation，　1ittle　progress　in　livestock　pro－

duction，and　the　creation　of　job　oPPortunities　for　the　growing　rural

population　by　the　rapid　expansion　of　tra（litional　smal1－scale　manufactur一

エ　　」．D．Chambers，op。cit。；J，SavilIe，R麗名411）砂oφ％」磁歪073∫73Eηg如z4碗4　防」85，

　　ヱ85ヱー1957ンLondon，Routledge＆KegaゑPau1っ1957．
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ing and commerce in the rural districts were most important in checking 

a possible increase in the agricultural working force. 

Since the motive power driving an economy into a steady sustained 

growth lies in the non-agricultural industries, especially mining and 

manufacturing, the changes of employment in these sectors are crucial 

for economic development. In Britain, the rate of the increase of 
employment in the non-agricultural industries seems to have been almost 

entirely governed by the growth of the labour supply as a whole, and 

seems not to have been influenced to any sizable extent by the changes 

of agricultural employment. On the contrary, the rate of the increase 

of employment in the non-agricultural sector in Japan appeared to be 

quite independent of the growth rate of the labour supply as a whole. 

In spite of the fact that the total labour supply continued to grow at, 

a constant rate of I per cent per annum, non-agricultural employment 

grew at a rate of more than 4 per cent per year both in the 1870's 
and 1880's, though the rate of growth gradually declined year by year. 

A similar pattern in the increase of non-agricultural employment can 

be observed in the United States, too. The mechanism through which 

it was realized, however, is quite different in the two countries. In 

the United States, it was realized by a big wave of immigration from 

Europe. But in Japan, there was no such immigration, and the main 
spring of the labour s~IPPly for the rapid expansion of the non-agri-

cultural working force had to be sought in the internal migration of 

the labour force Lrom the agricultural sector. 

An estimate of the inter-industrial movement of the labour force 

from agriculture in the Meiji era is given in Table 2 in successive 

Table 2. THE INTER-INDUSTRIAL MOVEMENT OF THE LABOUR 
FORCE, 1875-1915 

(Unit : thousand persons) 

Outilow of the Ahnual Increase 
Agricultural in Employment Contribution Outflow 

Working Force in Non-Agricultural Rate (o/o) Rate (o/o) 
per Annum Industries 

1875-1880 

1880-1885 

1885-1890 

1890-1895 

1895-1900 

1900-1905 

1905-1910 

1910-1915 

1 46 

165 
l 71 

178 

174 

178 

172 

166 

159 

192 
1 99 

204 

213 

228 

228 

229 

91.8 

85.9 

85.9 

87.3 

81.7 

78.l 

75 .4 

72.5 

0.99 

1.12 

1.16 

1.21 

l.19 

l.24 

1.20 

1.16 

Source : M. Umemura, op. cit,, Table 20 in p. 159. 
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quinquennial averages. . It was about 170,000-180,000 per year with a 

slightly increasing trend. M. Namiki's estimatel based on independent 

sources, putting it at 180,000-210.000, almost coincides with ours. The 

contribution rate, which is defu~Jed as the proportion of the outflow 0L 

the labour force from agriculture to the increase of the non-agricultural 

employment, was some 85 per cent in the early Meiji era and was still 

a little more than 70 per cent at the end 0L the Meiji period. 

The following numerical example will illustrate the role of the 

inter-industrial movement of the labour L0rce in preparing the rapid 

expansion of labour supply in the non-agricultural sector. For simplicity 

0L explanation, we will assume an economy consisting of two sectors, 

namely agriculture and manufacturing (hereafter cited as A and M 
sectors respectively), and further assume the same rate 0L growth of 
labour supply, It, in botll sectors. n~ and n,,, are the rates of increase 

of employment in A and M sectors respectively ; p~ and p~, are the 

proportions of employment in A and M sectors to the total employment 

at the beginning of period respectively. By using these notations, the 

following relationship is derived : 

n~ = 1/pm(n - p~n~), where p~+p~ = 1 
From this it is understandable that, in a case of given magnitude of n 

and n~, the Idwer the numerical value of p~,, the higher the numerical 

value of n,,, will be, and vice versa. For example, where n = I o/o , n~= 

Oo/o, and p,,, = 200/0 (the Japanese case), n,,, will be 5 per cent, and 

where n=20/0, n~=00/0, and p,~=800/0 (the Britrsh case) n,,, will b 

2 5 per cent The difference between n,,, and n, 40/0 and 0.50/0 respec-

tively, represents the magnitude of inter-industrial. migration of the 

labour force from A sector to M sector expressed as its proportion to 

the size of employment in M sector at the beginning of the period. 
Then, by dividing the difference between n~ and n by n~,, the contri-

bution rate defined above is derived, namely 800/0 and 200/0 respectively 

in the above example. On the other hand, the difference between n 
and n~, I O/o and 20/0 respectively, represents also the magnitude of the 

outflow of the labour force from agriculture, being expressed as its 

proportion to the initial size of employment in the A sector. The 

proportion is called the outflow rate. The above arguments clearly 
suggest that the rapid increase in the non-agricultural working force in 

the Meiji era can be attributed mainly to the inter-industrial migration 

of workers from agriculture, which corresponded to only a small portion 

M. Namiki. " Ndson Jinkd no Idd (Migratory Movement of Rural Population)," in 
S, Nojiri ed.. No~son 'to Jinko~ (Rural Population). Tokyo. Chuokeizaisha, 1957, p, 57, 
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of　the　total　agricultural　working　force，and　tha，t　the　observed　big　differ・

ence　ofπ．、between　Japan　and　Br呈ta圭n　can　be　easily　expla玉ned　by

reference　to　the　big　dif［erence　in　the　proportion　of　agricultural　employ－

ment　given　as　an　initial　condition　between　the　two　cQmtries。

　　The　above　conclusion，however，must　be　reinforced　by　a　further

examination　of　the　labour　supply　in　the　British　Industrial　Revolution．

Owing　the　Iack　of　relevant　data　at　hand，we　are　obliged　to　speculate

an　approximate　numerical　relationship　among　the　values　ofπ，ηα，η．し，

ραandρ．。in　the　latter18th　century　in　England　and　Wales．Based　on

Gri伍thヲs　estimate　of　the　growth　rate　of　the　total　population　as　showll

in　Figure1，the　maximum　value　ofアz　can　be　assumed　to　be　l　per　cent

per　annum。According　tQ　Chambers，12αis　assumed　to　be　positive　but

almost　nearly　equal　to　zero，and　based　on　Phyllis　Deane　is　estimate■

for　1801，a　value　of　Pαis　assumed　to　be　about　35per　cent，and　con－

sequently　p．、＝65　per　cent。　Putting　these　figures　togetheエ　into　the

above　identity，we　get1．5per　cent　as　a　possible　maximum　value　of

7z，几．Now，it　becomes　clear　thαt　the　v＆1ue　of　n，島realized　in　the　Meiji

era　was　really　two　or　three　times　as　high　as　that　of　Eng1αnd　and

Wales　in　the　latter　l8th　century．

　　　In　Japan，since　the　number　of　the　agricultural　working　force，

which　occupied　the　dominant　part　of　the　totaU＆bour　force，was　almost

constant　at　the　level　o£some14million　throughout　the　periQd　in　spite

of　a　relatively　moder＆te　growth　in　total　population，the　supply　of　labour

in　the　non・agricultural　industries　was　able　to　grQw　at＆rate　of　more

than30r　even4per　cent　per　amum．Furthermore，since　the　out且ow
of　the　labour　force　fro皿agriculture　was　limited　to　the　incrementaI

part　of　the　agricultural　population，　little　reorganizαtion　of　αgricultural

product三〇n　w＆s　needed　and　this　fact　in　turn　assisted　the　smooth　process

of　the　inter－industrial　movement　of　the　labour　force．In　Britain，how．

ever，the　proportion　Qf　the　agricultural　working　force　to　the　total　labour

force　had　alrea（1y　fallen　to　a　large　extent　before　the　time　of　the　Indus－

trial　and　Vital　Revolutions　in　the　mid．18th　century，and　consequently

there　remained　little　room　for　the　full　operation　of　the　mechanism

which　contributed　very　much　in　creating　the　abundant　labour　supply

in　Japan．

　　　From　the　big　differences　observed　in　both　the　initial　cond圭tions

underlying　the　subsequent　economic　development　and　the　rate　of　popu－

lation　growth　among　nations，three　diHerent　cases　of　economic　develop－

1　Phyllis　Deane　and　W．A．Cole，B7・傭13E‘o｝zo漉6G7・o鵬1己ヱ688－1959，London，Cam－

　bridge　University　Press，1962ンp．142，
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ment　can　be　seen：呈n　Britain　the　process　of　economic　growth　was

restrained　somewhat　by　the　relatively　limited　supply　of　labour5in　Jap＆n

it　was　prompted　by　the　reserve　army　of　labour　thus　far　created；and

inthepresentdeve1・pingc・u血triesinwhichthetraditi・nalagriculture
still　dominates　but　the　population　grows　quite　rapidly，it　su鉦ers　from　a

shortage　of　food　instead　of　labour．　Thus，the　comparison　seems　to

suggest　that　the　Japanese　experience孟n　the　Meiji　era　is－the　typical

case　for　economic　development　with　mlimited　supplies　of　labour．■We

will　discuss　this　aspect　of　the　probleln　in　more　detail　in　the　fQllowing

section．

　　　　　　　Table3．STRUCTURE　OF　EMIPLOYMENT，1879AND1920（％）

Tota1 A　Sector M　Sector S　Sector

Proportion　of　Workers’with　Side・Occupations　Classi丘ed　by　Their　Main　Occupations

1879，Yamanashi

1920，Yamanashi

｛
　Male

　Female
　Tota1

｛
　Male

　Female
　Tota1

・92　ti・かWide騰1e

Ratio　of　Side－Occupation　Workers　to　Ma玉n　Occupation　Workers　in　each　Sector　Indicated

1879，Yamanashi

1920，Yamanashi

1920，Nation。Wide

｛
　Male

　Fe皿ale
　Tota夏

｛
　Male

　Female
　Tota1

｛
　Male

　Female
　Tota1

31．8

33．4

32．5

54．5

37。5

46．8

30。5

27．7

29．4

31．8

33．4

32．5

54．5

37．5

46．8

30。6

28。0

29．6

35．6

29．8

33．1

73，7

51。2

63．3

49．5

40．0

45．3

14．8

17．4

15．9

69．0

55．3

62．3

40．9

31．9

37．0

5，2

47．4

37．1

22．4

17．9

20．0

11。6

7．6

10．5

162。2

87．4

107．1

31．9

　7．7

19．2

22．1

38。3

26．3

9。7

10．5

9．9

22，0

8。1

17．0

13．9

6．7

11．3

121．1

17．7

100．0

25．7

12．5

20．9

19．1

　7．6

11．3

Notes：

Source；

Asector　Agriculture，Forestry，andFishery．

Msector　Mining，Construction，Manufac亡uring，Transportation，and
　　　　　　　　　Communications．

S　sector　　Commerce，Finance，Public　Service，and　Other　Services．

Bureau　of　Statistics，K漉　πo　Kz“露　G6n敏zゼ　みπろz6孟5％　3ん動αみ8（Population

Census　of　Kai　District），Tokyo，1882，and　R砂o淫oηヱ920Poρ％1‘漉07zσθ躍5螂

げ」4卿π，　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●

　　　　　　　　　　　　III．CHANNELS　OF　LABOUR　MOVEMENT

　　　The　migratory　movement　of　the　labour　force　from段griculture　has

■　W，A。Lewis，“Economic　Development　with　Unli卑ited　Supplies　of　L段bour，”71五θ

　　ハ44noh85ホ8756hool｛ゾEooπo解∫oαn4506乞α♂5‘裾歪65，May，1954・
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two distinct channels, one of which comes from the relative expansion 

of side-business in the peasant household economy and the other from 

the direct outflow of members of peasant families who go to factories 

or shops and become wage-earners. Reallocation of the labour force 

through the first channel is usually supposed to be free from most of 

the frictions caused by a large variety of social, psychological, and 

moral factors, while reallocation through the second channel is generally 

accompanied by an interregional movement of labour and consequently 
suffers from a regional immobility of labour. We will discuss the first 

channel first. 

Table 3 shows an aspect of the employment structure in the early 

Meiji era and its subsequent changes up to 1920. In 1879, bne-third 

of all the gainfully occupied persons in Yamanashi Prefecture had side-

jobs. This situation did not change greatly until 1920. Noted here is 

the big difference observed among sectors of the economy. In the 
early Meiji era, the proportions of the gainfully occupied persons having 

side-jobs were 33 per cent in sedtor A, consisting of agriculture, forestry, 

and fisheries, and 37 per cent in sector M, composed of mining, con-

struction, manufactures, transportation, and communications, while the 

gainfully qccupied persons engaged in other service industries, sector S, 

were already fairly specialized in their lines of business. However, as 

ti~ne went on, the proportions fell in sector M, especially for females, 

and have risen remarkably in sector A both for males and females. 

In the same table, gainfully occupied persons having side-jobs are 

reclassified by their side-occupations and their proportions to the corre-

sponding main-job workers are computed. The proportions thus far 
computed could be understood as a rough index of the relative im-
portance of the labour input performed by the side-job workers in the 

three sectors of the economy, though possible differences in manLhours 

per occupied person between the main-job workers and the side-job 
ones cannot be neglected. In 1879, in Yamanashi Prefecture, the pro-

portions were very high both in sectors M and S but low in sector A. 

These differences were much more distinctive for male workers than 
for female workers. This suggests to us that in the early Meiji period 

the national economy still remained at a primitive stage of development, 

the specializatidn of economic activity had not yet proceeded within 

the traditional framework of the peasant economy, and a large part of 

economic activity both in sectors M and S, which should be the engine 

of economic development in the subsequent period, consisted only of 

subsidiary businesses operated mainly by some of the menabers of 
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peasant families. However, a~ time went on, the division of labour, 

celebrated as the main spring of economic progress by Adam Smith in 

his Vl;realth of Nations, was gradually promoted. Until 1920 the pro-

portions of the number of side-job workers to those of main-job workers 

dropped remarkably in both the M and S sectors, while in the A sector 

the propdrtion rose sharply and a phrt of economic activity, formerly 

performed as main-job occupations, now became shbsidiary occupations 

performed by a part of the gainLul.ly employed workers in other sectors. 

The most important implications of our findings may be summarized 

as follows : In the early Meiji period there was no appreciable progress 

in the specialization of occupations and most of the various types of 

economic activity in the nation as a whole (which might be classifled 

into agriculture, manufacturing, or commerce by a simple application of 

the modern technique of industrial classification) were usually managed 

as a branch of a single unique production-and-consumption unit, the 

peasant household economy. Therefore, if production in the side-business 

sector of the peasant household economy, say silk reeling or weaving, 

was gradually expanded relative to agricultural production, the reallo-

cation among the sectors of th...e given re~ources, Iabour and capital, 

would naturally follow. This process provided the inter-sectoral move. 

ment of the working force and of savings which were almost free from 

frictions caused by various non-economic factors. In this case, the only 

e~pected obstacles to be overcome would be how to prepare additional 

finance for the required investment in order to expand silk reeling or 

weaving production. However, under the prevailing putting-out system 

in the rural districts the purchase of raw materials, cocoon or yarn-

the biggest item of business expenditure-was usually financed ih some 

form or another by clothiers or merchants. Furthermore, thanks to 
the still low level of prevailing technique, a set of machines and tools-

the only items for actual investment by producers under the putting-out 

system-were not extremely expensive compared with the produc~rs' 
saving potentials, and sometimes even could be rented from clothiers 

or merchants.l 

Although our conclusions depend entirely upon our observations 

* For example, according to H. Hayashi's study of the cotton weaving industry in 
Bisai district, in the northern part of Aichi Prefecture, a "Takahata" (traditional wooden 

weaving machine) cost about five or six yen around 1900. See H. Hayashi, " Bisai ni 

okeru Meiji K~ki no Koy~ Rod6 (Contracted Workers in the Bisai District during the 

latter Meiji Era)," in T. Ichikawa et al.. Hoken Shakai Kaitaiki no Koy6 Red~ 
(Contract Workers in the Breakdown Period of Feudal Society), Tokyo, Aoki Shoten, 

1961. 
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conceming　the　changes　of　the　employment　structure　in　Yamanashi
Prefecture，and　although　regional　d量f〔erences　ill　various　aspects　of　rural

economic　life　in　the　early　Meili　era　are　supposed　to　be　rather　great，it

is　still　considered　that　these　observations　can　represent，in　some　sense，

a　common　picture　of　the　rural　economy　in　the　early　Meiji　period．And

it　must　be　emphasized　that　the　channels　through　which　the　agricultural

working　force　was　transferred　to　the　non・agricultural　industries　were

also　quite　e鉦6ctive　for　promoting　the　out且ow　of　savings　originating　in

agriculture　to　the　rest　of　the　economy．However，these　considerations

are　not　the　whole　of　our　problem．Now，we　will　tum　to　discuss　the

second　channel　of　labour　movement，where　the　picture　is　quite　different

from　that　described　above．

　　　　Skilled　and　unskilled　labourers　are　better　treated　separately，since

their　labour　market　situat量ons段re　believed　to　be　very　d圭鉦erent．We

will　discuss　the　skilled　labourer丘rst．Since　the　establishment　of　the

modem　fαctory　system　of　production　in　the　Meiji　era　was　not　made

possible　through　the　self・generating　technical　abilities　of　domestic　origin

but　was　transplanted　from　welldeveloped　Westem　countries　through

great　Govemment　efforts，and　furthermore　since　there　were　quite
remarkable　differences　in　level　between　the　domestic＆nd　foreign　tech－

nique，factory　owners　were　ob1量ged　to　tra呈n　fresh　workers　into　skilled

ones　within　the　factQry．Under　these　conditions　a　shortage　of　skilled

labourers　was　inevitable，since　the　supply　of　ski11ed　workers　depends

entirely　upon　past　employment　and　training．Consequently，a　high　rate

of　tumover　and　an　incre＆se　in　wages　for　the　skilled　labourer　were

quite鍛aturaL■

　　　　In　contrast　to　the　fact　that　the　shortage　of　skilled　labourer　was　of

“historica1”origin，the　labour　recruitment　problem　for　unskilled　workers，

especially　female　textile　workers，occurred　because　of‘geography．’The

development　of　the　modem　factory　system　of　production　was　necessαrily

accompanied　by　a　concentration　of　factory　locations　on　the　one　hand，

and　by　a　rapidly　growing　demand　for　wage　labour　on　the　other　hand，

These　coincided　with　a　lack　of　regional　mobility　of　labour　and　produced

episodes　of　hard　scrambles　for　labourersまrom　about　the1890》s．

　　　　We　will　deal　with　the　concen亡ration　of　factory　locations五rst．

According　to　K．Yam＆guchi’s　study，2around1884about77per　cent
■　T．Watanabe，“Meiji　Zenki　no　R6d6ryoku　Shil6Keisei　o　me喜utte（On　the　Build・up

　　of　Labour　Market　in　the　Early　Meiji　Era），”　in　Meiji　Shiry6　Kenkyu　Renraku　Kai，

　　餓が∫Ziθπ庖πo　Rσ4δハ拓oη4厩（Labour　Problems量n　the　Early　Me量ji　Era），Tokブo，Ocha．

　　nomizu　Sho50，1960，esp．pp．96－109．

2　　K，Yamaguchi，磁碗Z初薦κθ試辮∫πo　B吻38海（Analys圭s　of　the　Japanese　Economy
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of　all　the　fαctories，excluding　breweries，in43prefectures　were　scattered

through　the　purely　rural　districts，and　the　remaining23per　cent　were

located　in　the　urban　and　semi－urbanized　rural　districts．　The　main

reason　for　this　was　the　availability　of　water－power．　In　addition　to

this，the　size　of　factory　in　terms　of　number　of　workers　employed　w＆s

sma1L　Sma11・size　factories　having　less　than20workers　made　up72

per　cent　of　all　factories。　These　two　conditions　combined　made　it

possible　for　factory　owners　to　employ　their　workers　from　the　neigh－

bourhoods　of　their　factories．　By　1892，however，the　situation　had

drastically　changed，　The　increase　of　the　number　of　factories，the

c・ncentrati・n一・ffact・ry1・cati・nint・urbandistricts，andtheexpansi。n

of　the　size　of　factory　occurred　side　by　side．The　proportion　of　factories

I6cated　in　the　urban　districts　increased　from23per　cent　to49per　cent

over　a　span　of　some8years，the　percentage　of　the　number　of　factories

having　more　than20workers　reached　50，　and　so　on．　Owing　to　the

rapid　progress　of　industrialization　as　such，it　became　almost　impossible

for　factory　owners　to　continue　to　secure　all　the　needed　manpower　from

villages　in　the　neighbQurhood　of　their　factories，and　it　became　necessary

to　recruit　them　from　distant　places．

　　　　The　regional　immobility　of　the　sons　and　daughters』of　the　peasant

families　began　to　strongly・affect　the　labour　market。　Owing　to　the

keen　com・petition　and　consequent　hard　scramble　for　labourers　among

the　factory　owners，1abour　recruitment　practices　were　becoming　so

expensive　and　so　disorderedl　that　factory　owners　were　forced　to　come

to　agreement　over　the　orderly　recruitment　of　labour，and　on　the　other

hand，most　of　the　local　govemments　enacted　Labour　Recruitment
Regulation　Acts　after　about　the　tum　of　the　century．2　According　to

the　record　of　a　silk　reeling　company　in　Suwa　district，Nagano　Prefecture，

the　proportions　of　recruitment　cost　to　wage　and　salary　payments　ranged

from3to22per　cent　during　the　three　decades　from1900．When
industry　was　prosperous亡he　proportion　of　recruitment　cost、increased，

and　when　trade　was　slack　the　proportion　decreased．3

　　in　the　Early　Meiji　Era），Tokyo，Tokyo　Daigaku　Shuppan　Kαi，1956，Chap．4。

1　K．Fulibayas聡i，“Meili2Q　Nendai葺i　okeru　Waga　B6sekigy6R6d6shano　Id6Gensh6
　　ni　tsuite（On　the　Labour　Tumover　in　the　Japanese　Cotton　Spinning　I皿dustry　in　the

　　Meiji20’s），”in　Meiji　Shiry6Kenkytl　Renraku』Kai，oP。cit．7PP．137－176．

2　　LaLour　Recruitment　Regulation　Acts　were　enacted　by　local　govemments　in30pre・

　　fectures　out　of47．See　S．Watanabe，畑hoπNσ50πゐπ為σRoフz（Rural　Populatioa　in

　　Japan），Tokyo，Nankδsha，1938，pp．168－173．

3　　Dai　Nihon　Sanshi　Kai　Shinano　Shikai，3毎π伽o品π3腕g：yδShゴ（History　of　Silk

　　Industry　in　Shinano　District），VoL2，1937，pp。1347－48．
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From this evidence; it is clear that in the early stage of economic 

development inter-sectoral movement of the agricultural working force 

through this. channel was very diflicult. Though it cannot be denied 

that this difaculty was one of the biggest obstacles in the steady advance 

of industrialization, we must also be careful not to exaggerate this 

aspect of the problem. The quantitative importance of the labour 
move~lent through the second channel surely increased throughout the 

Meiji period but at the same time was not as big as that through the 

first channel, though we have no creditable statistical evidence on this 

point. And it must be also noted here that the labour shortage in 
some local labour markets, stemming from an insu~:cient mobility of 

labour in spite of the plentiful lab.our supply potential as a whole, is 

entirely different from a true labour shortage in the sense that the 

supply of labour falls short of the demand for labour at the ruling 

wage rate. In the former case a revision of wage rate may be not 
effective in increasing the supply of labour and recruitment activities 

must be stimulated, while in the latter case, the opposite is recom-
mended. This picture of the labour market situation in the Meiji era, 

that is to say the coexistence of " an unlimited supply of labour " and 

of regional labour shortages in some centres of industrial production 

may appear somewhat paradoxical, but it is real. In general, at the 

beginning of industrialization it becomes one of the basic requirements 

for the capitalistic development to provide a smooth route for the 
transfer of the labour force from the shiny green villages to the gloomy 

factories or the dark underground mines. 

rv. RELATIVE WAGES : AGRICULTURE AND MANUFACTURlNG 

Taking the structural characteristics of the labour market discussed 

above as a background, it may be reasonably inferred that there were 

no appreciable wage differentials among the sectors of the economy, 

and that the labour market was in near equilibrium throughout the 
Meiji period. Was this really so ? We will examine this point below. 

Table 4 shows movements of relative wages between agriculture 

and manufacturing during the Meiji era. The agricultural wage ex-
pressed as a percentage of manufacturing wage remained quite Stable 

throughout the period both for male and. female workers. The percen-

tages were 7(h80 for male and 9CHIOO for female. The somewhat 
lower figures for male workers ban be attributed to skill differentials. 

Judging from the international comparisons of relativ_ e wages ~etween 
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agriculture　and　manufacturing，it　can　be　said　tha亡these　suf丑ciently

indicate　equilibrium　in　the　labour　market．1　1n亡his　very　point，the

labour　market　situations　in　the　Meiji　era　are　very　dl鉦erent　from　those

intheperi・dsincethe1920’s，hwhichrematkablewagediHerentials
have　prevailed　not　only　be伽een　agriculture　and　manufacturing，but

＆1sO　within　manufacturing．

　　　　The　full　discussion　of　the　mechanism　through宙hich‘池he　equilibrium

w段s　continuously　maintained　in　the　labour　fnarket　throughout　the　Meiji

era　cannot　be　developed　here。However，some　of　the　most　important

contributing　factors　will　be　pointed　out．（1）Thanks　to　a　large　proportion

of　agricultural　employment　in　the　Meiji　era（a　high　value　ofραand

c・nsequentlyal・wvalue・f拓d呈scussedinSecti・nII），evenabig
variatiOn・f㌦c・uldn・thaveanysizablee鉦ectup・肋α．戸。rthis
re段son，no　signi五cant　disturbing　effect　stemming　from　changes　in　the

growth　rate　of　employment　opportunity　in　the　non・agricultural　industfies

宙asfeltbythetraditi・nalpeasanth・useh・lde¢・n・血y．（2）Qdickaゴd

白u斑cien亡adaptati・nwasc・ntinu・uslysecuredthr・ughthesm・。th
re段110catまon　of　resoロrce呂from　one　sector　to　another　within　the　peasa血t

household　economy，as　already　discussed　above．For　example，when

Table4．RELATIVE　WAGESl　AGRICULTURE　AND　MANUFACTURING
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（M鋤factuτing　Wage＝100）

Male Female

1880－84

1885－89

1890－94

1895－99

1900－04

1905－09

1910－14

1915－19

82．3

69．9
学2．9

76．3

73．8

67．8

70．6

72．1

88．0

93．3

91．7

94．6

97．0

100．9

92．8

98．2

Source；M．Umemura，op．cit，，Table27i且p。193．

the　ma加faoturing　wage　rose　above　the　agricultural　wage，the　peasant

family　would　expand　its　sma11－scale　side－business。　This　means　an

increase　of　manufacturing　output，which　in　tum　p廿11s　down　the　price

of　mamfαctured　products　through　increasing　co皿petition　in　the　product

market．The　fal1呈血the　price　of　the　manUfa弓tuf6dかrOduct　hamper5
th6rise　of　manufactロfi血g轡ages．　Thtis　the　eαuali2atioll　of　the　wage

■　　See　C．Claτk，TみθCoπ4観oπ50ゾE‘oηρ郷廊P斜og猶855，2nd、．ed。London，Macmi11an，

　　1951，Chap．10，and　J．R，Bellerby，温g万飾Z魏78σπ4乃24z‘3耽y」RθZ4孟初θ肋ooη躍，London，

　　Macmi11㎝，1◎56，Chap．14．
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1evel　between　industries　can　be　reattained．（3）In　the　Meiji　era，the

dif〔erences　in　the　level　of　techniques　remained　withinαrel＆tively　narrow

range　to　permit　the　full　operation　of　the　above　mechanism。Needless

to　say，this　was　one　of　the　consequences　of　a　relatively　poor　accumula－

tion　of　capital，which　was　common　in　the　early　stage　of　economic

development、The　cotton　spinning　industry　and　some　heavy　industries

managed　by　the　Govemment　or　the　Zα劾諮％may　be　exceptions。（4）

The　product　market　was　su磁ciently　competitive，and　cartel－1ike　practices

were　not　very　important．Here　again　the　cotton　spiming　industry　was

an　exception．（5）Discriminating　prαctices　in　the　factor　marketsンfor

example，the　Iifetime　commitment　of　regular　workers，were　not　introduced

until　the　middle　of　the　Taish6era．

　　　　Next，we　will　tum　to　discuss　brieHy　the　collapse　of　the　Meiji　type

equilibri亡m　and　deal　with　the　transition　of　the　Japanese　economy　into

the　subsequent　phase　of　a　differential　economic　structure．The　Japanese

economy，as　a　late・comer，has　enjQyed　the　quite　favourable　position　in

wllich　it　was　possible，as　far　as　permitted　by　the　accumulation　of　capital，

tointroduce　more　ef巨cient　ready－made　techniques　from　abroad　at　relatively

small　expense．The　newly・introduced　more　e缶cient　techniques　ofWest－

ern　origin　usuaIly　require　higher　degrees　of　capital　intensit夕，capital　per

worker．Consequently，the　more　e伍cient　the　technique　is，the　larger

the　minimum　initial　investment　will　be．The　increasing　tendency　of　the

minimum　initial　investment　is　apt　to　prevent　the　introduction　of　more

e伍cient　techniqules　into　smal1－scale　enterprises．　Then　tooンthe　small

bus圭ness　cannot　compete　with　the　big　ones　in　the　competitive　product

market　if　there　are　no　cost　reducing　advantages　on　the＄ide　of　small

business．In　the　capital　market　no　such　advantages　can　be　found；

rather，the　opposite　is　usua1．　Thus，the　only　ground　remaining　on

which　small　business　can　survive　is　none　other　than　the　use　of　the

reserve　army　of　labour．These　processes、were　gradually　carried　out　ln

the　Iatter　part　of　the　Meiji　era，and　some　years　after　World　War　Ithe

critical　point　was　finally　reached．At　this　time　Japan　entered　the　next

stage　of　economic　development　in　which　wage　and　productivity　differ－

ent圭als　were　remarkable．




